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4.   outlook for the decades to come
The post-war discussion on economic growth has proceeded
along various lines—general theoretical explorations, model build-
ing, empirical analyses and elaborations of many specific aspects.
At the centre of this multi-facet analysis has remained the notion
of the vicious circle of poverty, suggesting that a country is poor
simply because it is poor. Some, dissatisfied with this static for-
mulation, have devised a more elegant dynamic term, "downward
cumulative causation"—poverty breeds more poverty.22 The
schematic framework which underlies this theme is neat and
simple. In the pre-industrial countries per capita income is low,
consumption high and savings (and therefore investment) neces-
sarily low. Under the circumstances it would be idle to expect
a high rate of economic growth. The ascent from such a deep
crevasse of poverty is thus bound to be a long, arduous and often
a hopeless undertaking.23
And yet, the countries industrialized now were not, around half-
way in the nineteenth century, much richer (or even more enlighten-
ed) than most of the pre-industrial countries now or then. Only
a century ago the economic landscape of the world was pretty
flat—some countries slightly better than others, but not really very
much. From then on the engine of economic expansion hi the
industrializing countries moved at a moderate speed—by 1.8 per
cent per capita per year. But continuous creeping for over a hundred
years even at this slow pace has brought about massive economic
expansion—a seven-to-ten-fold rise in average per capita income.
A number of factors could help towards the attainment of even
a higher rate of growth in the pre-industrial countries. A vast
accumulation of technical knowledge is awaiting assimilation.
As Veblen so often stressed, the pace of economic growth now
need not be cramped by the speed of technological progress, as
the labour force in agriculture can be expected to fall in the course of economic
growth, the rise in output per worker in agriculture would have to be much
higher than in the total volume of agricultural production.
22 P. T. Bauer. See his review of Higgins" Economic Development in Economic
Development and Cultural Change, Vol. X, No. 1, October 1961, pp. 97-8.
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